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1. An astonishing indifference
In present Japan, comics no longer need legitimization. And even if so, depending
on the genre in question, the legitimization effort would not rest upon the authority
museum are crucial points of reference for western tourists, as those who come
occasional discontent. Recent surveys1
mainly with respect to the following three issues.

manga-café customer. Secondly, especially European visitors tend to assume,
that in a facility called museum, manga are made to represent national heritage
institution under the auspices of the City of Kyoto, which shifted the respective
local identity2 (and increasingly local economy as well). Thirdly, many foreign
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culture?”).
2
“regional society” (chiiki shakai
3
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Such references to national culture and modern institutions are not

against the other forms of manga, such as caricatures and comic-strips, which

to mention the enormous success of the manga magazine

which

proliferation and commercial success, strong advocacies of manga’s cultural
vis-à-vis the
practices of producing and consuming manga, which includes the defense of
4
As distinct
in particular and legitimization in general. For curators, manga’s overwhelming

particular modernization which involved the localization of imports from western

does not only refer to caricatures or comics in the strict sense of

4
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to most manga readers. If it plays any role at all in daily life, then as a site of

which illuminates the typical indifference, if not ignorance of a famous manga

2. The International Manga Museum Kyoto
focus on manga.
(
local communities.7
witness to the longstanding attitude of the central authorities. Only recently does
of Cultural Affairs

founders.10

(allround
premodern art;
WWII, meaning art museum, or more precisely, art gallery; and

, the loanword

7
2002).
Technology (MEXT).
For a discussion of this term see ICOMAG 2011.
10
for fanzines and fan art called
143

As a comprehensive cultural facility which aims to focus on manga in all

11

Seven months after it had launched

The museum’s other two main trustees are the City of Kyoto and a local civic
12

on printed matter instead of original drawings, that is, on manga as it arrives at

word
to mention manuals and general magazines). The MM does not consider them
it preserves also the
cultural and historical insight.
At the heart of the museum is the so-called “manga wall”, consisting of

11

Studies (2010 master course, 2012 doctoral course).
12
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rare opportunity to communicate with other readers.
According to a recent investigation, there are four types of visitors (not

second type—mainly foreign and elderly Japanese tourists—favours watching
over reading and roams more or less the whole house. Junior high school

while saving them from the feeling of social isolation.
3. “Media” and “culture” instead of “art”

). This
comes as a surprise, since the museum has so far not devoted itself to manga as
an art form. The word “art” is deployed, most of all, in line with the ministry.
After all, the MEXT had included manga (and anime) as a new topic in the artis common to refer to comics
) when
people felt the need to stress its equality to as well as its independence from
named the

(in 2002) and

As “culture”, manga attracts attention especially from three different
countries; and thirdly, tied to local culture within Japan. The MM highlights
manga as a medium. This is evident not only from the “manga wall” and the
those visitors who wish to educate themselves). Instead of departing from the
medieval
revise their image of manga’s “origins” and accept the MM’s media-historical
form the core of manga proper, are not easily displayed, as monochrome visuals
on acidic paper are much less spectacular than supplements or merchandising

edition.13
Concerning the second point, that is, the inter/national relation, it is

what they had in common as a “culture” (in this case, the culture of girls’ manga;

13

more attractive than the monochrome manga pages inside.
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the often-cited
versa), Kyoto’s local identity can actually also lean on its modern history, which
century, craftsmen, artists and intellectuals developed a local and not necessarily

4. Triumphant manga?

regard, the

his famous
series,14 and he made the visitor literally read it within
the museum space. In addition to doorways and walls attaining the role of manga
14

Serialized in
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frames, single pictures of varying size and hanging height guided the viewer
paintings on Japanese paper. Thus, the viewer was made to follow the emotional

running magazine series. According to his own words, he aimed at “transcending

to organize a narrative rhythm within a large three-dimensional space. As such

this.
manga’s protagonist, spends the last moments of his life, recalling the people

of whom shed tears in front of these sentimental images. Neither comics panels,
and as such closely interrelated with other images, nor self-contained paintings

only did Inoue create these pictures standing, as if in the tradition of Western
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correct anti-violence theme—the swordsman repent of his deeds—led to the
individual choice or the representation of violence in manga which attracts so
perspectives, and thus critical readings did not surface.

common sense among Japanese readers, critics and curators. However, even in

order to ensure manga’s future in the age of digitalization, not only archives are
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interests include aesthetics of comics/manga, and “Art” as discourse and institution in modern
Japan, with a special focus on manga’s postcritical role and critical potential in relation to not
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